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Sound Radix Auto-Align 2.1

Sound Radix, the innovative audio software company, announces the release of

Auto-Align 2.1, the latest update to its critically acclaimed phase alignment plugin.

This major update, which will be showcased at NAMM 2024 from this Thursday,

January 25th, introduces a host of advanced features, significant fixes and

enhancements, increased stability, and improved user control.

At A Glance - New in Version 2.1:

Improved core algorithm.

Group Time Alignment can now be toggled, optimising phase correlation

without adding delay.

Track-based Spectral Phase Optimization: Enables track-based spectral

phase optimization independently of time alignment.

Compare different settings easily with four preset locations.

Export/import alignment settings to streamline workflow across projects.

Pro Tools ARA2 support coming later this year to the list.

Auto-Align 2.1 revolutionises the way producers and engineers approach phase

alignment. With its enhanced core algorithm, the new version offers more precise

and efficient alignment. The introduction of Group Time Alignment, a standout

feature, allows users to optimise phase correlation across multiple tracks without

adding delay, a groundbreaking advancement in audio alignment technology.

Another notable addition is the Track-based Spectral Phase Optimization. This

feature enables spectral phase optimization on a track-by-track basis, independent

of time alignment, giving users unprecedented control over their audio. Ease of use

is a key aspect of Auto-Align 2.1, and this is exemplified in its new preset locations.
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Users can now compare different settings with ease, facilitating a more intuitive

mixing experience. Additionally, the ability to export and import alignment settings

streamlines workflow, allowing for seamless project transitions.

For a detailed overview of all the new features and improvements in Auto-Align 2.1,

please visit Sound Radix's Release Notes. This update is available for free to all

registered users of Auto-Align 2. For new users, a free 14-day trial is available.

System Requirements:

Mac: 64bit Intel CPU or Apple silicon chip, 8GB RAM, macOS 10.9 or higher

Windows: 64 bit Intel or AMD CPU, 8GB RAM, Windows 10 or higher

Plug-in formats: AAX, Audio Unit, VST3, ARA2

Free iLok account and iLok License Manager (iLok USB key not required)

Sound Radix continues to push the boundaries of audio technology, and Auto-Align

2.1 is a testament to their dedication to innovation and quality. Experience the

future of phase alignment with Auto-Align 2.1.

www.soundradix.com
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